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Climate change, sea level rise and their impact on humans and the environment is a key
issue that was, and is still, addressed at European level by many EU funded projects
within the 7th European Union Research Framework (Quevauviller, 2011). Likewise,
in the newly born H2020 EU research framework a large investment will be made
on improving the understanding of the risk posed to the EU population and economy
by climate-induced hazards. In the framework of the EU Floods Directive, the SPRC
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This paper aims at presenting and comparing two methodologies adopted by the
Emilia-Romagna Region, northern Italy, to evaluate coastal vulnerability and to produce
hazard and risk maps for coastal floods, in the framework of the EU Floods Directive.
The first approach was adopted before the Directive had been issued. Three scenarios
of damage were designed (1, 10, 100-year return periods), produced by the concurrent
happening of a storm, high surge levels and high water spring tidal levels. Wave heights
were used to calculate run-up values along 187 equally spaced profiles and these
were added to the tidal and atmospheric water level contributions. The result is a list of
ten vulnerability typologies. To satisfy the requests of the Directive, the Geological,
Seismic and Soil Service (SGSS) recently implement a different methodology that
considers three scenarios (10, 100 and > 100-year return periods) in terms of setup (not including run-up) plus the contribution of surge levels as well as the High Water
Springs. The flooded area extension is determined by a series of computations that
are part of a model built into ArcGIS® . The model uses as input a high resolution Lidar
DEM that is then processed using the Cost-Distance tool of ArcGIS® . Inundation maps
are then overlapped to land use maps to produce risk maps. The qualitative validation
and the comparison between the two methods are also presented, showing a positive
agreement.
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approach (Source–Pathway–Receptor–Consequence, Jimenez et al., 2008; Zanuttigh,
2011) is frequently used to evaluate flood issues. The storm component (source) is
put in relation with the receptor (the coastal area) through numerical modelling able
to evaluate the extent of flooding (Barredo et al., 2008; Zanuttigh et al., 2011; Wadey
et al., 2012; Villatoro et al., 2013). This includes the evaluation of defence failure and
breaching (Wadey et al., 2012; Villatoro et al., 2013), the impact of the overflow of
freshwater canals (Villatoro et al., 2013), the importance of flow through underground
pipes (Sto. Domingo et al., 2010). The main challenge when actually drawing flood
hazard maps is how to couple information on the total water level components (i.e.
waves, run-up, surge, tide, sea level rise) with the terrain characteristics of the coastal
area and hinterland zones. The need for high resolution digital elevation models
(DEMs), when available, is agreed among experts worldwide and also included into
official guidelines of different countries at EU and non-EU level (e.g. EXCIMAP, 2007;
LAWA – German Working Group on Water Issues of the Federal States and the
Federal Government, 2010; CREW – Centre of Expertise for Waters, 2012; NOAA,
2012). DEMs are used to define which areas are flood-prone, as they give detailed
information on terrain elevations and location of different structures and infrastructures.
A main challenge for researchers and practitioners is also to design reliable storm
conditions, through an analysis of measured time series of waves and water levels,
in order to generate maximum water level scenarios (among others: Salecker et al.,
2011; Corbella and Strecth, 2012; Villatoro et al., 2013), with different return periods,
that are representative of what might occur in the future. As measured time series are
often limited in temporal extension and only available for recent decades, longer-term
assessment can be made using hindcasting from global re-analysis databases (Harley
et al., 2010).
The projection of water levels landward and, consequently, the computation of flood
extension can be assessed through 2d and 3d numerical solutions such as MIKE 21
and MIKE FLOOD (Sto. Domingo et al., 2010; Zanuttigh et al.; 2011; Villatoro et al.,
2013), LISFLOOD-FP (Barredo et al., 2008; Purvis et al., 2008; Wadey et al., 2012),
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ADCIRC (Colle et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2010), ANUGA (Van Drie et al., 2010), to
evaluate how far the marine water will flow landward, water-depths and flow velocities.
Nevertheless, to lower the computational demand and to apply models to larger
coastal stretches, low resolution DEMs are often used or, alternatively, the resolution
of available DEMs is lowered. This leads to a reduction of accuracy of flood maps,
especially where the coast is characterised by a large number of vulnerable features
concentrated into a limited portion of territory and, consequently, when a detailed
analysis is required. In fact, the confidence in the identification of vulnerable land is
much improved when the assessment is derived from higher resolution DEMs (Gesch,
2009).
If larger coastal stretches have to be analysed (spatial scale of hundreds kilometres),
a methodology commonly adopted is the so-called bath-tub method. The method
consists in comparing water levels to terrain elevations and, where the terrain elevation
is lower or equal to the computed water level, the area is identified as being floodprone. The methodology has proved to be inaccurate because it over-predicts the
extension of flooded areas and does not take into account the hydrological connectivity
between different areas (Poulter and Halpin, 2008; Gesch, 2009; Murdukhayeva et al.,
2013). Poulter and Halpin (2008) found that DEM horizontal resolution and hydrological
connectivity have a significant influence on the extent and duration of flooding. Indeed,
the authors used a methodology that incorporates into the bath-tub method the
hydrological connectivity between grid cells: only cells that have a connection with the
open sea and with inundated nearby cells are considered flood-prone.
The Directive 2007/60/EC was issued at the end of 2007. It is normally identified as
the Floods Directive and includes regulations to evaluate and manage flood risks both
from rivers and along EU coastlines. To satisfy the requests of the Floods Directive,
the States of the European Union have implemented different methodologies (De Moel
et al., 2009). Some countries have adopted a national approach, others a regional
approach and, in some case, even a municipality-level approach was chosen.
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The coast of the Emilia-Romagna region is composed of 130 km long sandy beaches,
facing the north Adriatic Sea. The area is characterised by low elevations above
mean sea level (m.s.l.) and high-level of human occupation. If the coastal topography
and altimetry are taken into account, the coastline can be divided into two sectors
(Regione Emilia-Romagna, 2010; Fig. 1) (i) the northern one, that comprises the
Ferrara and Ravenna provinces, is characterised by wide and low-elevated coastal
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The Emilia-Romagna coastline, Italy, facing the North Adriatic Sea, is affected by
storms that cause extensive damages. The coast of the Region has large portions of
the territory below mean sea level and is highly urbanised. Consequently an evaluation
of the vulnerability of the coastal area is an urgent matter.
The current paper aims at presenting in detail the methodology adopted at
regional level in Emilia-Romagna to satisfy the requests of the Floods Directive.
The Directive was implemented into the Italian legislation through the Legislative
Decree 49/2010. The hazard maps are presented here in comparison with another
approach which produced vulnerability maps along profile lines (hereafter referred
to as “VaPL”), that was adopted locally before the Directive had been issued. The
VaPL approach has already been presented in several refereed papers and conference
proceedings (Ciavola et al., 2008; Armaroli et al., 2009a, b, 2012a, b, 2013; Armaroli
and Perini, 2012). Thus, only a brief summary is outlined in the current paper in
the method and result sections. The Geological, Seismic and Soil Service (SGSS)
has produced a very large database on storm characteristics, location of flooding
and damages, their costs, etc. (up to 2010, Perini et al., 2011; up to present,
online storm catalogue “in_Storm”, http://ambiente.regione.emilia-romagna.it/geologia/
archivio_pdf/pubblicazioni/in_storm.pdf). Both methodologies were qualitatively tested
using data collected after major storms and the validation is also described hereafter.
Finally, the results of the two approaches are compared.
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plains, composed of cultivated fields, wetlands and marshes, most of them reclaimed,
that show elevations that are generally below m.s.l. and can reach minimum values
of −2/−3 m. The low elevated areas are separated from the sea by dune ridges, both
old and active, that protect the hinterland from flooding. The northern part of the coast
includes the only remaining dune fields of the region, that represent almost 40 % of this
sector. (ii) The southern portion includes the Forlì-Cesena and Rimini provinces (Fig. 1)
and is characterised by a narrow coastal corridor where active and semi-stabilised
dunes disappeared and the old dune ridges occupy a narrow and short strip of the
hinterland. Elevations are generally above m.s.l. (mean values are between 2 and 3 m).
The index of occupation, defined as the length of urbanised coast divided by the length
of the coast, equals to 1.
The coastal zone experienced an intensive exploitation that started after World War II
and had its peak around the 1970s, when urban settlements grew and tourist activities
became one of the most important economic activities of the region. The consequence
of this development was the destruction of coastal dunes, mainly by using sand for
concrete production. Buildings, roads and other facilities replaced dunes and natural
environments. Furthermore, the increase in population and industrial activities along
the coast enhanced groundwater extraction, with the consequence of increasing land
subsidence. Where this was coincident with subsidence caused by gas extraction,
−1
it locally reached peaks of 2 cm year (at the coast near Ravenna, Teatini et al.,
2005). Protected beaches currently represent almost the 60 % of the coastline (groins,
breakwaters, submerged barriers, artificial embankments, dikes and rubble mound
slopes). Starting from the end of 1990s large nourishment projects were carried
out using sediments obtained from offshore sand deposits, quarries and alongshore
deposits. The latter are generated by the presence of groins, jetties and ports that
interrupt the alongshore sediment transport at many points along the coast.
The wave climate of the coast has low energy (91 % of Hs below 1.25 m; Ciavola
et al., 2007). The area is micro-tidal: the spring tidal range is 80–90 cm; the neap
range is 30–40 cm (Idroser, 1996). The main storm directions are from E–NE (Bora
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methodology that considers coastal vulnerability along profile lines is summarised
shortly. Hazard and risk maps issued by the Region are, on the other hand, presented
in detail in the second part.
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wind) and SE (Scirocco wind). Surge levels are an important element controlling total
water levels measured during storms (Masina and Ciavola, 2011). The highest surge
levels are generated by south-easterly winds that favour water piling in the northern
Adriatic Sea. When the famous acqua alta (high water) occurs in Venice, that is located
around 150 km to the north of the study area, the Emilia-Romagna coast suffers from
the same phenomenon, that can cause extensive erosion and inundation if associated
to storm waves (Armaroli et al., 2012a). Masina and Ciavola (2011) found that the 1-in10-year return period surge is close to 1 m, thus it can double the tidal range. Storms
can be energetic (Table 1) with the maximum-recorded wave event having a significant
wave height of 5.65 m (Ciavola et al., 2007). Armaroli et al. (2012a) identified critical
storm thresholds that can generate floods, damage to structures and beach erosion
along built up coastal stretches: Hs = 1.5 m and water level (surge level + tide) = 0.85 m.
Wave and tide data are registered by the wave gauge of ARPA-SIMC (Regional HydroMeteorological Service) located near Cesenatico and the tide gauge of the ISPRA RMN
(National Institute for Research and Environment Protection – National Tide Gauging
Network) network located in Porto Corsini, near Ravenna (Fig. 1).
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500 m) extracted from a DTM and DSM (Digital Terrain and Surface models) produced
using a 2004 Lidar flight. The profiles extended from the intertidal area up to the rear
beach, including the rear dune area, along natural coastal stretches, and including
the first line of structures located on/close to the beach along urbanised zones. The
profiles are cross-shore transects that are part of a network monitored by the Regional
Environment Agency since the early 1990s. The maximum water levels were computed
for three return period storms (1-in-1, 1-in-10 and 1-in-100 year) as the sum of run-up,
surge and high mean spring tide, in order to consider a worst-case scenario (Table 1).
The variability of natural and developed coastal environments located along the
coastline was taken into account. Along areas characterised by the presence of
dunes, a specific indicator was designed (Dune Stability Factor; Armaroli et al.,
2012a; Ciavola et al., 2014); where the coast is protected by semi-submerged and
emerged shore-parallel breakwaters, the wave transmission coefficient was calculated
to obtain a representative wave height in very shallow water (Armaroli et al., 2009b);
coastal tracts protected by rubble mound slopes were studied using appropriate runup formulas (Armaroli and Perini, 2012). The general computational protocol was
structured as:
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2. Compilation of a model into ArcGIS® (Model Builder Tool) to elaborate input data
and produce hazard maps; critical evaluation and refinement of the outputs.
3. Overlap of the hazard maps with land use maps to create risk maps.

5. Qualitative comparison of the obtained hazard maps with the extension of
inundated areas measured after recent storms.
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Italian Ministry for the Environment (http://www.pcn.minambiente.it/GN/en/projects/
not-ordinary-plan-of-remote-sensing). The DTM resolution was not reduced, because
a very accurate analysis of the terrain’s characteristics was needed. The total water
level (TWL, Table 2) was computed as the sum of different variables extracted from
the literature, to design three worst-case scenarios: surge levels (Masina and Ciavola,
2011), wave set up elevations (Decouttere et al., 1998) and the mean astronomical high
spring tidal level (Idroser, 1996). The TWL return period value exceeding 100 years
(Table 2) was chosen based on analyses of historical storms (1966 flooding, Perini
et al., 2011) and extreme events included into the first coastal plan issued by the
Emilia-Romagna Region (Idroser, 1982). Furthermore, the 2.5 m elevation is locally
used by practitioners to design coastal protection structures along the Emilia-Romagna
coastline.
The methodology does not include run-up levels, the effect of land subsidence
and the presence of temporary flood protections built on beaches during the winter
season (the so called “winter dunes”, Harley and Ciavola, 2013). The elements
listed above were not considered in the analysis because the Region wanted to
implement a simple and quickly replicable methodology, while the inclusion of the above
mentioned variables and features would have led to more complex and time consuming
procedures (Sekovski et al., 2015).
Once TWLs were computed, they were compared to the elevation values of the
2008 high resolution DTM, using the bath-tub method. Overall the procedure seemed
to overestimate the extension of flooded areas, as the elevation of the backshore is
low, especially in the northern part of the region. Thus, an attenuation artifice was
introduced as a proxy to bed friction and infiltration over a distance from the shoreline,
projecting the water surface inland over a sloping plane which inclination corresponded
to a cotangent of 0.002 (Sekovski et al., 2015). However, the resulting hazard maps
were still not consistent with field observations and historical information (Sekovski
®
et al., 2015). Hence, the Cost Distance Tool of ArcGIS was applied (http://help.arcgis.
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com/en/arcgisdesktop/10.0/help/index.html#//009z00000018000000.htm) and a new
®
model was built into ArcGIS to re-elaborate the data (Fig. 2).
The DTM was clipped at a landward boundary that corresponded to the flooding
extension resulting once the attenuation artifice was applied, to be sure that all the
potentially flood-prone zones were included. First, the high-resolution DTM elevations
were compared to the TWL of each scenario, one at a time, to exclude zones that have
an elevation higher that the potentially maximum water level. The output was then a reclassified grid (Grid_1 in Fig. 2) where zones with an elevation > TWL were assigned
an arbitrary value of 999 and the others (elevation ≤ TWL) were assigned a value of
1. These fictitious values were necessary to exclude from the successive steps areas
that, given their elevation above TWL, are not flood prone. Then, the Cost Distance
tool was applied to assign to each cell of the new grid a value that indicates its least
horizontal distance from the 0.0 m a.m.s.l. contour line extracted from the 2008 Lidar
grid (the origin), in terms of “paths” (i.e. paths that avoid or favour the water movement
landward) and not in terms of Euclidean distance (Sekovski et al., 2015). The distance
value of each cell of the grid was weighted through the arbitrary values (999 and 1)
given to Grid_1 (Fig. 2), thus cells = 1 were assigned a value that equalled the distance
computed with the tool, cells = 999 were assigned a very large value. The output was
a second grid (Grid_2 in Fig. 2). The next step multiplies the distance values of each
cell of Grid_2 by the attenuation angle described above (cotangent = 0.002) to convert
distance values into elevations. The output was a third grid (Grid_3 in Fig. 2) which
cells’ elevations represented the minimum water level needed to produce flooding.
The successive step takes as input one TWL at a time that is subtracted to Grid_3
elevations. The output is a grid (Grid_4 in Fig. 2) where every cell has assigned
an elevation that is positive, negative or zero. Positive and zero values correspond
to cells that are flood prone (cells that were assigned value = 1 in Grid_1), negative
numbers represent areas that are safe from inundation (cells that were assigned the
arbitrary 999 value in Grid_1). The last step consisted in comparing the Lidar DTM
to Grid_4. If Grid_4 elevations are greater or equal than DTM heights, cell by cell,
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then the area is flood prone. The final output was a grid (Grid_5) that represented the
extent of flood prone areas for each scenario. Finally, there were other steps completed
outside the model: (i) the conversion of Grid_5 into a polygon feature, (ii) the deletion
of non-flood prone polygons, (iii) the deletion of isolated areas not connected with the
shoreline. The final output was a polygon feature that represented the extent of floodprone zones, for each scenario. The polygon features corresponding to each analysed
return period (RP) were named, according to article 6 of the Floods Directive, as
P1 = “rare” (RP > 100 years), P2 = “not frequent” (RP = 100 years) and P3 = “frequent”
(RP = 10 years) (Table 2, Sekovski et al., 2015).
At regional and national level, it was decided to produce risk maps based on land
use maps developed by the Regional authorities. The location of sensitive elements
such as hospitals, key infrastructures, schools, number of inhabitants, etc. was also
taken into account. As depth-damage curves for the Italian territory are not available
for marine floods, the vulnerability of each type of land use was classified using a unit
scale from 1 to 4 according to its degree of damage to flooding (i.e. from D1 = low
vulnerable to D4 = very vulnerable). The damage classification was prepared by the
SGSS, to take into account specific characteristics and different uses of the territory
located close to coast. The regional and national authorities decided to consider as
highly damageable the areas occupied by settlements, sensitive constructions and
human activities (tertiary activities, agriculture, etc.), because human-related direct and
indirect losses are considered the most critical issue. For this reason, goods such as
urban areas, industrial zones, ports, water supply and electricity networks, were given
the maximum value (D4), while the beach, active dunes, etc (i.e. areas without human
occupation) were considered less damageable and given a D1 value. A matrix that
combines the three designed scenarios and the damage values was built and risk
classes, from R4 (high risk) to R1 (low risk), were derived from the linkage between the
two inputs (Table 3).
The hazard maps were validated using several sources: (i) comparison between the
hazard maps and the extension of inundated areas measured after significant storms,
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The comparison between the obtained TWLs, along each profile line and for each
scenario, and the location of artificial structures or dunes located along the same
profiles, lead to the definition of nine typologies of impact with one typology that defines
a safe-from-inundation/damage condition (Ciavola et al., 2008; Armaroli et al., 2012a;
Fig. 3). A symbol was assigned to each typology in order to visualise the results in
a GIS based programme.
As a summary it is important to outline that the coast is vulnerable to storms with
a high probability of occurrence (1-in-1-year return period event) because almost 60 %
of the analysed transects falls under one of the nine typologies of impact. If we take
into account the 1-in-10-year return period scenario, the amount of vulnerable profiles
increases to 80 %.
A first comparison between the vulnerability maps and the impact of storms was
carried out taking into account a major event that occurred on 10 March 2010. The
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(ii) consultation with local experts having a long-term experience on coastal issues to
collect their suggestions and opinions on the reliability of the obtained maps. In the
result sections, only the first validation procedure is presented. Finally, a comparison
was made between the results of the hazard maps and the typologies of impact derived
from the vulnerability cartography along profile lines. The compared results of both
methodologies are those designed for the 1-in-10 and 1-in-100-year return period
events.
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The extension of flood prone areas along the regional coastline is presented in Table 4.
The values are given in terms of incremental extension of flood-prone areas (additional
flood-prone surface of each scenario with respect to the previous one(s)) and of the
total flood-prone surface (i.e. the sum of each scenario with the previous one(s)).
The most frequent event designed for the 1-in-10-year return period storm is able to
inundate more than 1800 ha of the coastline. The 1-in-100 event almost doubles the
flood-prone zone and the > 1-in-100 event is 2.5 times the extension of flooded areas
with respect to the P3 + P2 scenarios. The majority of P3 extension includes the beach
surface, while P2 and P1 mainly occur along urbanised areas.
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storm was close to a 1-in-5-year return period event and characterised by high surge
levels (0.93 m a.m.s.l.), a wave height (Hs max) of 3.91 m and an associated Tp of
◦
10 s. The direction of Hs max was 59 north. After the storm, the SGSS and local
Technical Services collected information on the location of damages and flooding
along the whole regional coastline. Seven areas were affected by the event (located
in Ravenna, Forlì-Cesena and Rimini provinces, Fig. 1). In Fig. 4 the Lido di Classe –
Lido di Savio (Ravenna) example is presented in comparison to the 1-in-10-year return
period vulnerability map along profile lines (Fig. 3).
The site is characterised by a significant human occupation, coastal protection
structures (detached shore-parallel breakwaters) and a river mouth (the Savio River).
The blue areas in Fig. 4 represent the location and alongshore length (but not the
landward extension) of storm consequences that are visualised in ArcGIS® by means
of polygon features. The vulnerability maps show that the profile lines that cross the
damaged/flooded areas are associated to a well-defined typology of impact (Fig. 3).
The same correspondence occurs along the remaining six areas identified all over the
regional coast (Armaroli et al., 2012b).
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An example of the hazard mapping is presented in Fig. 5c for the Viserba site (Rimini
province, Fig. 5a). The site was chosen because it presents the best example of
“passage” (yellow cross in Fig. 5c and d) that favours the water ingression. The given
example is a road with an underpass below the railway track that is running alongshore.
Thirteen passages were identified along the whole coastline, corresponding to weak
points that deserve to be given special attention. In Fig. 5b land use typologies and
sensitive structures, such as hospitals and health care structures, schools, water,
electricity and gas networks and the railway, are presented. To notice that the area
is mostly occupied by urban buildings, while the beach is protected by shore-parallel
breakwaters (Fig. 5a). Risk maps were visualised through a GIS based programme
(Fig. 5d). The beach area is mapped as low risk (R1), as well as the fields located
in the hinterland, while structures and human-related activities are considered at
R3 and R4 risks, thus the highest levels. R3 corresponds to areas occupied by
buildings and infrastructures (land-use typologies: “bathing establishment facilities” and
“urbanisation”) that resulted flood-prone under medium frequency conditions (P2); R4
is assigned to the same type of land use, but that is flood-prone under high frequency
conditions (P3). It is important to notice how sensitive structures, such as schools and
hospitals/health care structures are not affected by flooding in this area.
The comparison between the hazard maps and the vulnerability maps along profile
lines is presented in Fig. 5c. The typologies of vulnerability are “flooding” and “damage
to structures” (Fig. 3). The symbols in the figure refer to the 10 and 100-year return
period scenarios. In fact, for both scenarios the area shows the same vulnerability (the
legend is named accordingly). The comparison between the P3 hazard scenario (10year return period) and the VaPL mapping shows that along the northern profile there is
a full agreement, while along the southern profile the VaPL method predicts inundation
while the hazard cartography underlies the probable flooding of the structures located
close to the beach but not of hinterland zones. If we compare the P2 scenario (100-
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The hazard maps were qualitatively validated through the comparison with floods and
damages measured after the 31 October–1 November 2012 storm (Harley et al., 2015)
that was characterised by very high surge levels (1.15 m a.m.s.l., measured at Porto
Corsini tide gauge, Ravenna, Fig. 1), between a 1-in-20 and a 1-in-50-year return
period event and a significant wave height of 2.41 m (measured at the Cesenatico
buoy, Fig. 1), slightly lower than the 1-in-1-year return period event. After the storm, the
SGSS surveyed the location of flooded areas along the whole coastline and collected
information on damages, beach erosion, inundation, damage to protection structures
and river flooding as reported by local Technical Services. The surveys were carried out
with an RTK-DGPS (vertical accuracy of ±0.05 m; horizontal accuracy of ±0.5 m). The
qualitative comparison is shown in Fig. 6a for the area of Lido di Classe – Lido di Savio
and Cervia, Ravenna province, together with the vulnerability typologies along profile
lines. The typologies, as occurred for the Viserba site, are identical between the 10 and
100-year return periods. In Fig. 6b the corresponding risk map is also presented. In the
northern area, the Technical Services reported flooding (green star in Fig. 6a), while,
in the southern part, damage to bathing establishments was observed (red cross in
Fig. 6a).
The VaPL prediction is consistent with the reported consequences of the storm. For
example, the area close to the Savio River mouth (located in the northern section of the
area) experienced flooding and indeed the vulnerability typology is consistent with the
observed damage. Furthermore, the field survey shows that the first line of structures
located on or close to the beach experienced damage and inundation. Again, the
vulnerability along profile lines is consistent. The only non-consistent result occurs in
the southern area where a larger inundation was surveyed, while the symbol indicates
“damage to structure”.
4330
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year return period) with the VaPL mapping, there is complete agreement along both
profiles.
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The methods used to produce the vulnerability maps along profile lines were adopted
by the regional authorities one year before the issuing of the Floods Directive, because
the coastal vulnerability to storms was already considered a priority by regional
managers, due to its impact on goods and population and its associated costs. The
result is a clear and replicable methodology that includes diverse environments with
a wide range of different characteristics. The produced maps have the potential of
detecting hot spots of vulnerability along the coastline. The run-up component is
important to calculate a reliable total water level for each scenario and, as pointed
out by Armaroli et al. (2009b) if not included in the computation, the resulting maps are
significantly different from what may actually occur.
The comparison between the VaPL cartography and the location of damages to
structures and flooding along the coastline, collected after the March 2010 storm,
reveals that the vulnerability typologies correctly identify where the coastline is exposed
to such hazards. The comparison outlines that the mapping along profiles is reliable,
but, on the other hand, uncovers the fact that not all the profiles categorised as
highly vulnerable were actually damaged. The reason for the discrepancy could be
that the March 2010 storm was less energetic than the worst-case scenario used for
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The hazard maps issued for the Floods Directive are therefore quite consistent with
the reported damages and with the post-storm survey, even if the extension of flooding
is over-estimated in the central part and under-estimated along a limited portion of
the southern zone (Fig. 6a). The comparison between the hazard maps and the
VaPL mapping shows quite a good agreement, especially for the P3 scenario. The P2
scenario incorporates larger portions of the hinterland, while the vulnerability symbols
indicate again “damage to structures”. The risk map (Fig. 6b) gives results that are
similar to the Viserba ones and the majority of the area is categorised at R3 and R4
risk.
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the comparison. Furthermore, if the designed TWL intersects the structure located
along the profile, the “damage to structure” vulnerability typology is assigned (Fig. 3).
However, in real conditions the water can flow around buildings and along alleys,
leading to inundation of rear areas.
The hazard maps describe the areal extension of flood-prone areas along the
whole coastline, thus including the alongshore and landward components. The
method developed for this study does not include information on soil roughness and
permeability, which control flow velocity, water discharge and, ultimately, the extent of
inundation. Nevertheless, the least-path calculations can be considered as a proxy of
both the variables mentioned above, because the longer is the path the less probable is
the inundation, since increasingly higher water levels are needed to allow the flooding
(Sekovski et al., 2015). Furthermore, a proper 2d hydraulic model would be needed to
compute flow velocities and water-depths (Barredo et al., 2008; Wadey et al., 2012)
and to consider soil roughness (Barredo et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008; Wadey
et al., 2012; Villatoro et al., 2013). Wadey et al. (2012) found that overtopping and
breaching processes (i.e. defence failure) are very important to evaluate flood hazards
but unfortunately this is a process that is rarely taken into account when flood mapping
is done. Moreover, Villatoro et al. (2013) demonstrated the importance of overflow of
fresh water canals and overtopping and breaching of banks (inland defences) when
dealing with coastal flooding. For example, this is a process with relevance to the
Comacchio municipality, in the Ferrara province (Fig. 1) and in that case should be
accounted for, if detailed flood risk mapping had to be done.
Poulter and Halpin (2008) improved the bath-tub method through the inclusion of
the hydrological connectivity among adjacent cells. In the procedure presented in our
paper, a sort of hydrological connectivity method is used to remove isolated areas from
the polygon feature derived at the end of the model chain, even if the procedure is
applied by means of a simple spatial analysis of the geometrical connectivity between
the source (the shoreline) and each flood-prone polygon. Despite its limitations, the
procedure is more reliable than the bath-tub method and uses a high detailed DEM,
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without the need to lower the resolution, as would occur if a hydraulic model was
to be applied. Gallien et al. (2011) found that for protected urban areas, hydraulic
models outperform equilibrium flood mapping methodologies, which ignore hydraulic
connectivity and are strongly biased towards over-prediction of flood extent. However,
infrastructure geometry data including flood defences, street and parcel elevations
are crucial to accurate flood prediction. Through comparison between model grids
based on GPS-RTK surveys (1 cm vertical accuracy) and an aerial LIDAR (accuracy
15 cm), the authors found that the latter was not accurate enough when used for an
hydraulic model, which required high details of elevation for flood protection structures.
Considering the computational requirements that even a 2d hydraulic model has,
and the impossibility of implementing it for long stretch of coastlines at a meaningful
resolution, the methodology we propose is a good trade-off between the hydraulic and
bath-tub approach.
Similar to other simplified methods and numerical models, the described method
does not take into account beach and dune erosion even if they are important
morphological processes during a storm. This issue has been extensively discussed
by Ciavola et al. (2014) for the applicability of numerical tools (XBeach) within Early
Warning Systems for predicting storm impacts. For operational tools, the current stateof-the-art highly recommends numerical models. For a strategic flood mapping exercise
the assumptions presented here may be enough for a rough estimation of dune
overtopping. However, it is recommended that more detailed numerical approaches
should be undertaken (e.g. Harley et al., 2011) to assess if the sediment reservoir
within the dune provides enough protection during the storm.
Finally, the over/under estimation of flood’s extension could be due to the exclusion
of run-up values and to the difference between the scenarios used for the evaluation
and the observed storms, in addition to local variability of storm surge levels between
different locations. One should remember that the statistics used for the return period
water levels are based on the tide gauge located in Ravenna and recent studies in
the North Sea have identified the importance of local variability through field mapping
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of water levels after a major surge (Spencer et al., 2014). Breilh et al. (2013) reanalysed the forcing components and surge levels generated by the Xynthia storm
coupling the SELFE model (Zhang and Baptista, 2008) and the WaveWatch III model
(Tolman, 2009) following the methodology presented in Bertin et al. (2012). The authors
found that the difference of surge levels along the coastal area of the Atlantic Coast of
France, northward of the Gironde Estuary, was up to 1 m (from 4 m NGF – Nivellement
Général de la France, in the southern part of the study area to almost 5 m NGF in
the northern one). Nevertheless, the results presented in this paper are promising, as
the comparison demonstrates the good agreement between the observed impact and
the predicted ones. Regional managers and decision makers are aware that the maps
need to be improved; this is the reason why a re-computation of run-up values with
more recent topographic datasets is planned for the future.
The results of marine flood hazard mapping, based on different numerical and/or
more simplified approaches, are generally not tested against information surveyed
after a storm or reported damages. Bertin et al. (2014) present a comparison, along
a large tract of the central Bay of Biscay on the Atlantic coast of France, between
the measured flooding extension after the 2010 Xynthia storm and the modeled
inundation. The overall agreement between the predicted vs. modeled flooded areas is
reasonable, but the model over-predicts the flooding extension on large marshes, while
it fails to represent the inundation of small marshes located along the coastline. The
overestimation is explained by the low spatial resolution of the used grid to properly
represent small topographic features, while the non-prediction of flooding is explained
by the exclusion of infragravity waves and run-up levels into the modeling system. The
authors state that increasing the grid resolution to include small scale features would
increase the size of the grid and the subsequent computational time significantly. In
the present paper, a qualitative validation of flood hazard maps represents, to our
knowledge, the first evaluation of the reliability of the maps produced in Italy for the
Flood Directive. If all the available information are put together (post-storm surveys
and reported impacts), the results are consistent. The comparison between the two
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The evaluation of coastal flooding has become in Europe a high priority since the
implementation of the Flood Directive is required to all member states. The Directive
entered into force in 2007 and by the end of 2011 The Preliminary Flood Risk
Assessment had to be produced for all coastal areas in the European Union. Most
countries had no experience of coastal flood mapping and in some cases there was
scarcity of the data required (e.g. high resolution topography, characterization of wave
and tide forcing, probabilistic analyses of events). Practitioners were asked to produce
within a limited time limit the flood maps and required simple methods, available in data
rich sites as well in sites where only a rough assessment could be made.
The methodologies presented in this paper have produced important results for
the evaluation of flood risk along one of most developed coastal regions in the
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methodologies, albeit there is a difference in the approach (vulnerability along profiles
vs. hazard and risk) and the designed scenarios, underlines that the procedure adopted
by the Emilia-Romagna Region to assess the location of vulnerable spots is consistent
with the results obtained to fulfil the Directive requirements and is a valuable tool
to understand coastal dynamics in the framework of flood impacts. The robustness
of both approaches derives from the rigorous evaluation of the information collected
on past and recent storms and their consequences, from the large amount of data
collected on coastline characteristics and from the close link between the central
Regional Authorities with their peripheral offices, who have the task to carry out postevent assessments. The qualitative comparison between the obtained maps and poststorm surveys is being updated after every significant storm and the SGSS continues
to undertake post-storm surveys and to collect information from peripheral services on
storms impact. The recording of post-storm data is a fundamental activity, in order to
improve the methodology and to identify if, where and why the issued maps fail/are
able to represent a true risky condition.
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Mediterranean. The fact that the methods were qualitatively validated through the
analysis of real cases provides robustness compared to purely theoretical approaches,
based only on probabilistic considerations. The most important source of information
to assess the reliability of the evaluations was an in-depth knowledge of the coastal
territory which has been developed by the leading end-user (SGSS) in the region.
A good knowledge of historical and more recent landscape evolution, as well as
the availability of a database of historical information on extreme events and their
consequences has provided test data for the flooding assessments. Thus, the large
number of datasets used to implement and test both methodologies described in the
current paper confirm that they are robust and provide reliable results.
Both approaches used in this paper are strictly dependant on the quality of the
marine forcing parameters used for the evaluation. Return periods were obtained from
literature sources which need updating and the wave and surge components were
treated separately while a joint probability may occur. The SGSS will improve the
methodology developed so far by updating the analysed return periods with more
recent datasets and evaluating the combined probability of occurrence of storms
and surge levels. However, this was not feasible within the time-scale set by the EU
directive.
One of the most important outcomes of the present work is related to the
resolution and accuracy of Digital Elevation Models in controlling the quality of flooding
assessments. A high-resolution analysis is fundamental to take into account micro
topographic variations and the presence of human structures, especially in highly
developed areas like urban ones. The positions of passages that favour landward
flows were detected only because a high resolution Digital Elevation Model was used.
They are considered as weak points along the coastline that have to be given special
attention as they act as preferential routes for flooding. The SGSS is carrying out
a detailed analysis of surveyed storm impacts to define if the identified passages have
in reality acted as preferential paths during recent events.
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The risk maps developed with the cost-distance method identified that where flood
defence structures are located along the coastline (artificial embankment, dykes, rubble
mound slopes), e.g. in the Ferrara littoral, these areas are more resilient, compared
to others where the only defence are wave dissipating structures (e.g. breakwaters).
However, in the evaluation carried out through the VaPL method, only overtopping was
considered in the case of dyke and rubble-mound slopes, but not structural failures.
These aspects deserve further investigation, as well as the computation of overtopping
discharge as this will control the quantity of water flowing landward.
The two methods used for this study have provided critical strategic information
that could be used in the future to design effective integrated strategies and to
improve future coastal planning. The coastal area of Emilia-Romagna is indeed under
considerable pressure from urban development. Ideally, the methods could be used for
developing set-back criteria for decreasing risk (Nordstrom et al., 2015), coupling the
analysis with a full cost-benefit economic evaluation of adaptation measures. Finally,
the method can be applied to any other area exposed to risk from marine flooding
because of its simplicity and low demand for computational resources. The only limit
remains the availability of good topographical and hydraulic information.
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Table 1. Storm conditions used to design the three worst-case scenarios along profile lines.
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Table 2. Total water level values of each scenario. Comments on RP > 100 can be found in the
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Table 3. Risk classes obtained through the matching between hazard scenarios and damage
values given to different land use categories.
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Figure 1. The Emilia-Romagna coastal area, northern Italy: location of places addressed in the
text, main cities and coastal towns.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of the ArcGIS model: input and output are represented by ellipsoids;
®
the ArcGIS tools (Less Than, Reclassify, Cost Distance, Times, Minus, Greater Than) are
represented by rectangles.
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Figure 3. The two typologies of vulnerability along profile lines cited in the text and the
corresponding GIS symbol (lower left corner of each schematic). (a) Damage to structures;
(b) flooding. For the remaining seven typologies refer to Ciavola et al. (2008) and Armaroli
et al. (2012a).
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Figure 5. The Viserba, Rimini province, site. (a) 2005 aerial photograph of the area (AGEA
flight); (b) land use map and sensitive structures; (c) hazard map; (d) risk map. The symbols in
panel (c) represent the vulnerability typologies of the 10 and 100-year return period scenarios.
The yellow cross represents the location of a low-lying passage.
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Figure 6. The Lido di Classe – Lido di Savio – Cervia sites. (a) Hazard map, post-storm
survey, reported impacts and symbology along profile lines of the 10 and 100-year return period
scenarios; (b) risk map.
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